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GRE ATEST SHOES 

OF ALL TIME

INCLUDING 
Birkenstock Arizona

Air Jordan 1

Converse Chuck 
Taylor All Star

Timberland 6-Inch

Adidas Superstar

Balenciaga Triple S

New Balance 990

Gucci Horsebit

Dr. Martens 1460

Clarks Wallabee

Crocs Original 

Plus 39 more

 New York retail is facing its most di�  cult  
 moment yet — but that’s not stopping  
 Sarah Jessica Parker from coming face to  
 (masked) face with her customers. Why the shoe  
 icon believes in a brick-and-mortar future. 
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“Footwear is shifting to E-commerce, and 2020 is accelerating that shift”

— Joe DiNardo, co-founder and COO at Syndic8

The True State of the Industry 
and What’s Needed to Survive

Prior to 2020, the footwear 
industry was already facing a push towards 
digital. Brands were looking for ways to keep 
up with an increasingly modern consumer, 
one who valued convenience, efficiency and 
flexibility. Some launched DTC channels or 
extended their e-commerce partner networks; 
others explored how technology could inno-
vate production and quicken speed-to-mar-
ket. And some did nothing.

Then the pandemic hit and now digital 
is no longer optional, but instead critical for 
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large volume of  SKUs found in the mar-
ket, Syndic8 streamlines the data organiza-
tion process by automatically validating and 
optimizing the product catalog, for dissemina-
tion to e-commerce partners. Syndic8’s lead-
ership has a background in financial apps and 
a combined 75 years’ worth of  experience 
in building, scaling, and managing software 
companies. Now they are leveraging this apti-
tude for the e-commerce market. 

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
PART 1: FOOTWEAR’S 
PREVIOUSLY EXISTING 
CONDITIONS
Recent years have seen brands face a num-
ber of  threats to business as usual. E-com-
merce growth has increased year-over-year, 
stealing market share from brick-and-mor-
tar businesses that were already struggling 

to keep up with rising rents. Brands are also 
now expected to establish a clear brand 
identity and be present on social media 
channels; younger shoppers in particular 
want answers about sustainability, ethics 
and brand values.

Talk about “omnichannel” was every-
where in 2019, but only some brands 
turned words into action. Even with an 
integrated cross-channel setup, there is 
the challenge of  meeting consumer stan-
dards that have been set by Amazon and 
Walmart. Free, fast delivery is now the 
expectation but not all companies were able 
to fulfil this pre-pandemic, whether due to 
insufficient shipping networks or impeded 
communications with third-party providers. 

Building out systems to handle these 
demands takes time and money. Some 
brands questioned why they should spend 

survival. The gap has widened between the 
companies that embraced change early and 
those that were reluctant to introduce the 
infrastructure they needed. 

But the game isn’t over yet. This could 
be the push needed to implement necessary 
improvements. The risk is as great, if  not 
greater, than before – but so are the rewards. 
Thriving in this revolutionized retail land-
scape means taking a larger share of  the 
market, as some brands withdraw from 
the playing field altogether. The first step is 
understanding the industry’s universal chal-
lenges so that brands can put their game plan 
together.

COMPANY BIO
This report was put together by Syndic8, the 
footwear and apparel data distribution plat-
form. Designed specifically to handle the 
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of  sharing incorrect or outdated information 
with retail partners – and by extension their 
customers. It also frees up time to focus on 
product development, customer experience 
and other operational burdens.

CONCLUSION
2020 presented brands with a host of  
unforeseen challenges and there will 
undoubtedly be more by the end of  the 
year. Although the industry is unable to 
prepare for a specific scenario, now is the 
time to take inventory and start planning 
for a digital-first sales strategy. By setting 
clear goals for how the business could look 
by the end of  the year, brands can work 
backwards to identify potential friction 
points. And while no technology solution 
is a fool-proof  tool for success, the right 
software can automate the bottlenecks and 
enable the business to focus on commercial 
success – not just saying afloat.

co-founder and COO at Syndic8. “This 
leaves executives playing a constant game 
of  catch-up, with little ability to formulate a 
cogent strategy to sell more.”

THE ROAD AHEAD
PART 1: WHAT TO EXPECT
The footwear industry is beginning to return 
to a semblance of  normal, but consumer 
behavior has been permanently changed. 
What were once considered brand advan-
tages are now table stakes: A strong e-com-
merce presence; an efficient fulfillment 
infrastructure; and a comprehensive brand 
engagement strategy. 

And there is no guarantee that the indus-
try won’t experience a second wave of  restric-
tions if  the coronavirus flares up again in the 
winter. Even the most robust company strat-
egies can be made redundant by an unfore-
seen circumstance, if  they aren’t supported 
by a flexible framework. With nothing cer-
tain, companies must instead invest in an 
infrastructure that can adapt and react to a 
changing market. Whether it will act as safe-
guard or growth engine will be determined 
in the coming months.

PART 2: THE ACTION PLAN
While specific future events cannot be known, 
companies would be wise to start preparing 
for likely obstacles. Syndic8’s DiNardo rec-
ommends the strategy of  “mental contrast-
ing,” whereby participants identify a goal 
and then predict what may prevent that goal 
from materializing. By anticipating hurdles 
between achievement and reality, companies 
are more likely to establish a framework that 
can withstand these pressures.

One brand may set a target of  expand-
ing its e-commerce retail partner network, in 
order to penetrate a larger swathe of  the mar-
ket. Knowing the importance and sensitivity 
of  inventory management at this time, the 
brand could predict that these new relation-
ships might be vulnerable to inefficiencies in 
data sharing. 

Another brand might choose to focus on 
increasing sales volume, through the acqui-
sition of  consumers who are open to trying 
new brands right now. But getting it right 
on the first try is more important than ever; 
shoppers are also more likely to leave a web-
site and never return if  the experience is 
poor. Providing incorrect product or inven-
tory information could result in permanently 
alienating new customers.

Outdated data management systems are 
a likely source of  both these vulnerabilities, so 
brands would be wise to consider deploying 
a solution that can centralize and distribute 
ever-increasing volumes of  data. By automat-
ing this task, the company can reduce the risk 

Joe DiNardo, 
co-founder and 

COO at Syndic8

We originally approached 
Syndic8 because we 
had challenges with 
our existing digital 

distribution capability, 
especially with respect 
to deploying new retail 

partners. With Syndic8’s 
platform, we found 

that onboarding new 
partners is easier and 
we were able to gain 

many further benefits 
and revolutionize how we 

manage and distribute 
our digital catalog.”

— JORI MILLER  
SHERER, PRESIDENT  

AT MINNETONKA

Before committing to a critical component in our 
e-commerce infrastructure, it was imperative that 
we found a supplier that could not only meet our 

current and future needs but demonstrated a culture 
and ethos that would allow us to develop a lasting 

relationship. With Syndic8, we believe we have made 
the right choice.”

— SCOTT SESSA, SVP BUSINESS  
DEVELOPMENT AT TWISTED X

before they needed to, choosing instead to 
stretch their resources further.

PART 2: COVID-19 
ACCELERATION
The first impacts on the footwear supply 
chain were the closing of  factories in Asia 
and halting of  production, which delayed 
orders indefinitely. When product was eventu-
ally shipped, it created an excess of  inventory 
that brands struggled to offload; most retail 
partners had been forced to close stores and 
subsequently tried to cancel or reject orders.

Operations teams have needed to get cre-
ative in a hostile market. Selling delayed styles 
through DTC was difficult, as U.S. consumers 
sheltered in place and opted for comfort over 

fashion. Cancelled orders resulted in cash 
flow issues for brands, while retailers strug-
gled to curate the right assortment for their 
customers – and lost out on sales.

Today, many brands are already at oper-
ational capacity. They’re trying to man-
age their e-commerce relationships, but 
even entrenched partnerships have been 
strained by the new circumstances; some 
have imploded entirely. Meanwhile, multiple 
recent surveys have found that shoppers are 
less brand loyal than ever, creating an oppor-
tunity to capture a new audience – but also 
the risk of  losing an existing core. 

“Marketing teams that were already over-
whelmed are now trying to do more with less, 
while remote,” commented Joe DiNardo, 
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